PANTHER AUSF. D, A and G
EXTERIOR STENCILS

37

1/35
AR35350

White scout car instruments
and placards
1/35
AR35354

$5.95

$7.95

Sheet includes enough markings for six models with
extras. Comes with translations and written instructions.

Kit-specific instruments and placards for the Hobby Boss
kit #82451. Builds two models with extras for other
projects or if you mess up. Comes with illustrated
instructions and Wet Media Paper for easy positioning
and application.

Researched by Ron Own Hayes

Researched by Dick Vincent

PANTHER AUSF. D, A and G
INTERIOR STENCILS

Sd.Kfz.10/5 instruments
and placards

1/35
AR35351

1/35
AR35355

$6.95

$7.95

Sheet includes only the stencils that are visible with the
hatches open. Enough for three tanks with lots of extras.
Stencils are printed on a Panzer Interior Buff color
background and Wet Medium Paper is included to make
positioning and applying a snap. Includes translations
and brief history.

Kit-specific instruments and placards for the Dragon kit
#6676. Builds two models with extras for other projects
or if you mess up. Comes with illustrated instructions
and Wet Media Paper for easy positioning and
application.

Researched by Ron Own Hayes

GERMAN MEDICAL and MISC.
CARGO BOX STENCILS

Sheets not shown actual size. All artwork is copyrighted by Woody Vondracek and may include intentional errors to protect copyrights.

Indicates sheets available to dealers

BLACK for UNPAINTED boxes
1/35
AR35352B

M113 instruments and placards
1/35
AR35356

$14.95

$5.95

Sheet comes with a generous assortment of box stencils
for medical supplies and other equipment in UNPAINTED
boxes. Also includes Wehrmacht eagles with different
dates to add interest to your boxes.

Builds one model with extras for other projects or if you
mess up. Comes with illustrated instructions and Wet
Media Paper for easy positioning and application.

Researched by Jerry Plettenberg

Researched by Andy Renshaw

GERMAN MEDICAL and MISC.
CARGO BOX STENCILS

COBRA KING M4A3E2 Sherman

$5.95

Developed in cooperation with the Patton Museum this
is the only accurate marking set for this important
Jumbo Sherman on the market. Sheet includes enough
transfers to do one of two versions of Cobra King, one
with and one without "First in Bastogne" for those
wishing to model this tank before the famous photo was
taken. Comes with comprehensive, illustrated
instructions. Photos of Cobra King are on our website.

WHITE for PAINTED boxes
1/35
AR35352W

Sheet comes with a generous assortment of box stencils
for medical supplies and other equipment in PAINTED
boxes. Also includes Wehrmacht eagles with different
dates to add interest to your boxes.

1/35
AR35357

$16.95

Researched by Jerry Plettenberg

Researched by John Hale

TIGER TANK INTERIOR STENCILS

Pz.Kpfw.IV INSTRUMENTS AND
PLACARDS

Suitable for most German tank interiors.
1/35
AR35353

$5.95

Enough for one tank with lots of extras. Stencils are
printed on a Panzer Interior Buff color background and
Wet Medium Paper is included to make positioning and
applying a snap. Includes translations.

1/35
AR35358

$7.95

Kit-specific instruments and placards for the Trumpeter
kit #00389 the interior which can fit most Pz.IV kits.
Builds two models with alternate tachometers and
extras for other projects or if you mess up. Comes with
illustrated instructions and Wet Media Paper for easy
positioning and application.
Researched by Rafael Neumann and Notger Schlegtendal

